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list of tables - eth z - afua twum-danso is currently a doctoral candidate at the centre for west african
studies at the university of birmingham, uk. her research centres banking and the illiterates miscellany in
west africa: a ... - unfortunately, literature appears to be silent on the miscellany of factors influencing
illiterate banking customers in their selection of a banking institution. most west african banks have significant
customer base comprising of illiterate customers who are predominantly self-employed in the informal.
paradoxically, services offered by the banks gravitate more towards the educated and semi ... university of
cape town - open.uct - egovernment research literature have not been institutionalised by governments to
derive benefits due to limited capabilities in the administration of the public service. the study used ant as the
underpinning theory. a deductive approach with interviews was used for data collection in a selected provincial
government (of the western cape) in south africa. the outcome of this study is a ... children’s perceptions of
physical punishment in ghana - 3 biography afua twum-danso is a lecturer in the sociology of childhood at
the university of sheffield (uk). she holds a phd from the centre of west african studies at the university of
birmingham (uk). factors contributing to employee turnover intention at a ... - this study employed the
quantitative method of approach in the form of a self-administered, ... rev. dr michael twum-darko, senior
lecture for business informatics at cput for his support and guidance towards the completion of my
dissertation. mr siseko mtetwa and ms sipokazi bukani, postgraduate office cput, for their support and
assistance. dr anam nyembezi my mentor for his tireless support ... a comparative study of multinational
corporations’ csr ... - grateful for the extra literature, books and the help to navigate the sometimes puzzling
apa6 referencing. gadija alison, you’ve been a blessing, giving counsel as freely as you smile. beyond
pluralizing african childhoods: introduction - academia and popular literature, one is confronted with two
dominant portrayals of african children. the first is predicated on notions of vulnerability and innocence
whereby children are presented as passive victims. the picture that emerges from such a conception of
childhood is exemplified by glaring statistics on high infant and child mortality, rising number of street
children, fatalities ... journal of economics and behavioral studies (issn: 2220 ... - a longitudinal
approach. the research design consists of a pre-test, post-test and post-test after the the research design
consists of a pre-test, post-test and post-test after the intervention. sustainable local economic
development: the role of ... - 1994 have had significant impact on the social structures of south african
society. twum-darko (2011) argues that the changes have been driven mainly by legislation with the purpose
to ... the role of education technology in transforming education ... - the new south african
dispensation brought along changes to the structure and nature of higher education, because after 1994, the
new government re-modelled the education system in south africa (barnard& rensleigh, 2008:443).
inhabiting 'childhood': children, labour and schooling in ... - contexts (e.g. hanson and nieuwenhuys,
2013; twum-danso imoh and ansell, 2013). this latter this latter work is important because of the paradox that
most latin american, african and asian countries personal branding: a systematic review of the research
and ... - published by a south african. in total, six articles were quantitative in approach, with a rationalistic
stance, whilst five qualitative articles represented a hermeneutic approach. nana a. y. twum-danso, md,
mph, facpm - twum-danso nay, akanlu gb, dasoberi in, amenga-etego ia, adondiwo a, kanyoke e et al. using
quality using quality improvement methods to test and scale-up a new early postnatal care policy in ghana. 8
book review gsch 4 2 - journalsgepub - twum-danso imoh draws her audience’s attention to the
marginalisation of african states in the drafting process and reiterates the ‘universality versus relativity’
debate of the crc by governmental and non-governmental stakeholders as it fallout. the representations of
unaccompanied working migrant male ... - 5 the representations of unaccompanied working migrant male
children negotiating for livelihoods in a south african border town stanford taonatose mahati
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